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Public transport is essential to the connectivity of rural parishes.
We asked you, ‘Do you think that current public transport provision is
adequate for your needs?’

NOT
Adequate
33%

Adequate
39%

Not sure
28%

Across the Parish as a whole people were divided on
this question with 39% of respondents feeling that
transport was adequate for their needs and 33%
who felt it wasn’t.
28%, presumably people who don’t use public
transport, were not sure.

Next we asked the people who felt that public transport was
inadequate, ‘What would improve the situation for you?’
More frequent buses
Joined up timetable to train links etc
Hopper buses (large mini bus size)
Cheaper fares

The majority of people felt that
more frequent buses and a joined
up timetable to train links would
improve the situation.

Other (please specify)
Greener (electric) vehicles
Better quality vehicles

Yes
12%
Uncertain
40%
No
48%

We then asked, ‘Do we need more parking
facilities for cycles in the Parish?’
The majority of people felt that we did not
need more cycle parking facilities but 12% of
people thought we did.

Adequate provision for parking
bicycles safely is essential if we
are to get people out of their cars
and into the countryside.
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We asked, ‘Do we need more shoppers’ parking for cars in your
local area?’
Don’t
know

8%

No
44%

Yes
48%

As with so many of the questions regarding public
transport provision, opinion was once again
divided about the need for more shoppers’ car
parks with 48% in favour and 44% against.
Because opinions we so divided, we looked to see
if opinion was being shaped by the urban/rural
nature of different areas of the Parish.

Differences in local responses
In terms of the adequacy of public transport, residents of
Trewidland and the more rural areas outside Dobwalls had a
much less satisfactory experience.
This was reflected in the question, ‘What would improve things for
you.’
In Trewidland and the
rural areas outside of
Dobwalls, there was a
far greater need for
more frequent buses
and a joined up
timetable that
Yes
No
Don’t Know
connected better with
trains. Residents of
Dobwalls
Other/rural areas
Trewidland
Trewidland in particular,
liked the idea of large mini buses providing a local transport service.
In terms of the need for more shoppers’ car parks, residents of
Dobwalls were strongly in favour with more mixed results in rural
areas.

48
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From your survey responses and other Neighbourhood Plan consultation
exercises a number of key issues and opportunities have been identified
which we hope will help to guide us when we come to draft our
Neighbourhood Plan Policies.
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Issues and Opportunities
Issues
Need to review speed limits in built up areas and narrow lanes
20/30 mph?
Minor/ unclassified roads to receive improved maintenance.
Resolution of the parking problems near the schools and in
central Dobwalls is needed.
Parking in rural settlements?
Safety issues related to Horningtops junction.
Right turn onto the A38 from B3252 for LGVs?
Improve road safety on the B3252 / Trewidland access road.
Plan how to prevent traffic through Dobwalls avoiding the bypass.

Opportunities
All new and business development to cover costs of access
roads and to have adequate off road parking.
Any housing / business development in Trewidland to be tied to
improved corner sight lines and adequate passing places.
Many other areas have community transport schemes – could
this be a useful resource for the rural areas to the south of the
Parish?
D&T PC to liaise with other Looe Valley and Liskeard NPs over the
development of a Liskeard-Looe cycleway through East Looe
valley and future of rail link.
Possibility of closer exit from A38 into Moorswater?
Dobwalls sites alongside A38 and A390 likely to be most
attractive locations for future development.

